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Abstract

Here we show the //-holomorphy conditions equivalence: indeed, the Beltrami equation, as

a particular /z-holomorphy condition, is proved to be equivalent to a general /^-holomorphy

condition. Then we solve in this geometrical setup the conformal Ward identity.
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1 Introduction

String theory (and its supersymmetric version) has led to a large number of fruitful applications

such as developments in conformal field theories and in lower dimensional gravity [1]. Moreover,

the bosonic string is considered as a gauge theory for the group (Diff x Weyl), Diff and Weyl

denoting, respectively, the diffeomorphisms and the Weyl-scale transformations. On the other

hand, two-dimensional conformal field theories on Riemann surfaces without boundary are the

relevant models in string theory [2]. Recently, their dependence on the background geometry

has been exploited to obtain effective actions for two-dimensional gravity. This geometrical

dependence is well exhibited using the so-called Beltrami parametrization of the bi-dimensional

world sheet metric of the bosonic string [3]. Indeed, Beltrami differentials parametrize conformal

classes of the metric on a Riemann surface S and satisfy the ellipticity condition: Sup% \fi\ ~< 1,

p, 6 C°° (S). If we consider a reference complex structure on E with complex coordinates system

(z, z), the conformal class of the metric g is characterized by ds2 = gapdxadxP = p2 \dz + pdz\2

where p (z, ~z) is the conformal factor. Then, this geometrical formulation turns out to be quite

useful for describing the string properties within the perturbative field theoretical framework.

Indeed, it allows the use of a quantization procedure completely analogous to the Yang-Mills

theories. Moreover, this is the most natural parametrization which exhibits the holomorphic

factorization of the Green's functions with insertion of the energy-momentum tensor, accord-

ing to the Belavin-Polyakov-Zamolodchikov scheme [4]. Then, the Beltrami parameter can be

seen as a classical source of the energy-momentum tensor and its use allows one to eliminate,

from the very beginning, the Weyl symmetry degree of freedom, the remaining diffeomorphisms

transformation being kept as the basic local invariance of the string action [5]. However, it is

well known that diffeomorphisms invariance cannot be preserved at the quantum level. There

is indeed an anomaly whose numerical coefficient is non zero, and its presence implies the exis-

tence of unphysical negative norm states in the Fock space of the bosonic string excitations [6].

Indeed, two-dimensional conformal models formulated in this Beltrami parametrization scheme

are constrained by the following anomalous conformal identity [7]:

where, W% = d — pd — Idfj, is the Ward operator, Fp is the Polyakov action of the model and k

is its central charge. The Ward identity (1) is on the one hand, the quantum extension of the

classical Ward identity

W2
6-jc=0 (2)
o/z

with, Sc denotes the classical action of the effective conformal model. On the other hand, it

expresses at the quantum level, the anomalous breakdown of the diffeomorphisms symmetry.



2 /^-holomorphy conditions

Let us consider a Riemann surface S without boundary which is C^-differentiable bi-dimensional

manifold endowed with a reference complex structure that is parametrized by a local coordi-

nates system (z, z). On this surface, we define a Beltrami differential p, (z, ~z) which satisfies the

above ellipticity condition and induces another complex structure on the surface £ say, (Z, Z).

These latter coordinates are C^-diffeomorphisms of the reference variables (z, 2) and satisfy

respectively, the following Beltrami equations:

W0Z = 0, (3)

W0Z = 0

where WQ = d — [id is the "first" Ward operator. Moreover, the diffeomorphism

z.— > Z ( z , Z), (4)

H = 0 •—> n + 0,

W0Z = Q

is called a quasiconformal transformation and is reduced, in the reference complex structure;

H = 0, to the conformal one [8].

Then, let us consider a vector bundle Hj whose base manifold is the set of all conformal struc-

tures and whose fiber at a given conformal structure \i is a complex vector space of holomorphic

j-differentials which depends holomorphically on the Beltrami differential, i.e.

Further, one can assume that the dependence on fj, is compatible with the action of the connected

diffeomorphisms group Diffo (S) on the Riemann surface £ by pull-back: it is such that

fj (//") = (d<p + n° vdvYfj (/*) * V (6)

with tp e Diffo (S) and nv is the transform of fj, under the diffeomorphisms (p. These j-

differentials satisfy the following /z-holomorphy conditions [7, 9]:

Wjfj = 0 (7)

where, Wj = d — [id — jdfj, is the generalized Ward operator. As one can verify, The Beltrami

equation (3) and the classical Ward identity (2) are the particular cases of the generalized

/z-holomorphy equation (7) respectively, for j=0 and j=2. Indeed, for the first equation the

function Z is a scalar (a 0-differential) . For the second one, the classical energy-momentum

tensor is a 2-differential. Then, at the classical level, the conformal invariance of the model

is expressed geometrically by an exact /z-holomorphy equation that is satisfied by the classical

energy momentum tensor.



3 /^-holomorphy conditions Compatibility

Now, one can verify that the particular j-differential fj = A-7 satisfies the following /i-holomorphy

equation:

Wj\j = 0 (8)

where A-7 = (A)J and A = dZ is called the conformal factor when the metric is parametrized by

isothermal coordinates Z. This latter satisfies the Beltrami equation (3). Indeed, A-7 is a j-tensor

under the holomorphic change of coordinates z \ — > ui (z) :

(9)
Moreover, the ^-holomorphy equation (7) can be rewritten as

W0fj = jdnfj (10)

which shows that the operator WQ is diagonalizable in the basis of j-differentials. On the one

hand, it is easy to verify the following equation:

W 0 ( X - S f j ) = Q (11)

which tells us that the function Qz = A~J'/j *s a 0-differential. Then, the operator WQ can be

expressed in the basis (Z, ~Z) , that is a solution of the Beltrami equation up to a conformal

transformation, as follows:

. (12)

By using this WQ operator expression in equation (11), we get

% (A-'/,) = 0- (13)

This latter expresses the fact that the function Qz = A~J/j is a 0-differential under a holomorphic

change of coordinates z (-> a; (z) . Indeed, one can verify the following transformations under

this holomorphic change of coordinates:

(/A -> toL = (**rj (ft, , (14)
(\-*)z>->(\-i)^(d^(X-i)z (15)

and then,

Moreover, equation (13) implies that the scalar Qz is holomorphic in the new complex structure

(Z, ~Z] . On the other hand, by direct calculations, we get the following equivalence relation:

Wjfj = 0 *=> W0 (A-'7j) = 0. (17)



So, the /^-holomorphic property, in the reference complex structure (z, z), of the j-differential

fj implies the holomorphic one, in (Z, Z), of the scalar Qz. Moreover, knowing that the new

coordinates Z of the complex structure (Z, Z) satisfies the Beltrami equation (3), aj-differential

fj can be expressed, up to a zero mode of WQ, as follows:

fj = \JZ. (18)

In other words, any zero mode of the operator Wj corresponds to a zero mode of the operator

WQ. This is in fact, the expression in two different basis, of the same concept; the conformal

covariance. Hence, the Beltrami equation is equivalent to a general /z-holomorphy condition.

Moreover, the passage from a complex structure to another one on any bi-dimensional Riemann

surface is done by powers of the conformal factor A: the scale factor A-7 transforms the j-

differentials sector into the scalars one and inversely:

XJ : fj ^_+ Z. (19)

This is a certain kind of Hodge duality.

3.1 Examples

Let us give some examples of the above "Hodge duality":

I/ The scale factor: The equivalence relation (17) implies for the j-differential AJ, in the

(Z, Z) basis, the holomorphic function Qz = 1.

2/ The classical energy-momentum tensor: The classical Ward identity (2) implies that the

classical energy-momentum tensor Qzz (z, ~z) = -g&- is a 2-differential and then, the corre-

sponding scalar in the basis (Z, Z) is given by to = X~2QZZ (z, ~z) . In fact this tells us that

the solution of the classical Ward identity can be written as Qzz (z, ~z) = t0\
+2.

3/ The Beltrami differential: The infinitesimal diffeomorphisms transformation of the Bel-

trami differential // is given by S^n = W^\H where H = £ + /z£ is the suitable combination of

the diffeomorphisms parameters. In the conformal gauge [3], this latter transformation reduces

to an exact [i -holomorphy condition and then the field H becomes a -1-differential: W-\H = 0

and is expressed in the basis (Z, Z) as H (Z) = X~lh0, where ho is a scalar under holomorphic

change of coordinates.

4 Conformal Ward identity

For a bi-dimensional conformal model, the Legendre transform of the generating functional Fp

is the connected generating Green's functions which is given by

,p,,H}— I dm J$(f> — rp [<j&, p,n] (20)
JP



where, </> is a collection of fields of the model and J^ is the associated exterior sources. Then,

for the effective model the anomalous conformal Ward identity (1) can be written as a deformed

fj. -holomorphy condition:

W2TZZ = 0V (21)

where, Tzz = — f^- is the energy-momentum tensor of the model under consideration. Indeed,

Tzz is not a tensor (not a 2-differential) under holomorphic change of coordinates z i-> u (z):

Tzz -» TW = (du)-2 (Tzz - G (w)) (22)

where, £z (if) = d2 Incfy? — \ (d\o.d(p) is the schwarzian derivative of the diffeomorphisms z —*

tp(z, ~z). As we can see, such deformation comes from the diffeomorphisms anomaly. On the

other hand, the Polyakov conjecture for an effective bi-dimensional conformal model states that,

on the complex plane, the formal series Z% is resumed by the following Wess-Zumino-Polyakov

action [3] :

TWZP = ~ t dm pd2 IndZ (23)
247T JC

that is, we have TWZP = ̂ ^^- Then, the functional derivation of the action (23) enables one

to get

*^-<•<*> («>

where, £z (Z) is the schwarzian derivative of the quasiconformal transformation z —>• Z (z, z).

Hence, the schwarzian derivative satisfies the same deformed p, -holomorphy condition as Tzz :

W2(,z (Z} = a3/.. (25)

Then, the combination of equations (21) and (25) enables us to get an exact /z-holomorphy

condition for the tensor fzz = Tzz — £2 (Z):

W2fzz = 0 (26)

whose corresponding scalar field T, in the (Z, Z) complex structure, is given by:

T = \-2(TZZ-C>Z(Z}}. (27)

We can note here, that the exact /i-holomorphy condition for fzz looks like the classical Ward

identity. However, as the model is at the quantum level, the difTeomorphisms anomaly was then

absorbed by the schwarzian derivative such that the conformal covariance is maintained. More-

over, this latter equation can be seen as the transformation law of the function Tzz with respect

to a quasiconformal transformation and hence, the transformation law (22) is its particular case

when the quasiconformal transformation is reduced to the conformal one.



4.1 The projective connection

In conformal geometry, the diffeomorphisms anomaly becomes conformally covariant when a

holomorphic projective connection RQ, in the reference complex structure (z, z); dRo = 0, is

considered. In this case, we rewrite the conformally covariant Ward identity as

W2TZZ = I** (n) (28)

where, L^° = d3 + IR^d + dRo; the covariant form of the operator d3 is called the third Bol's

operator that is associated to the projective connection RQ. However, there exists a Beltrami

differential M = f§ for a quasiconformal transformation z —> Z (z, z) such that a projective

connection R is \i -holomorphic:

W2R = a3/*. (29)

This also can be seen as a deformed /z-holomorphy condition which implies that the projective

connection R is not a 2-differential. Moreover, by combining the /^-holomorphy equations for

the schwarzian derivative and that of the projective connection we get:

Rz,(z, z) = <;z(Z) + fzz (30)

where, fzz is a 2-differential. On the other hand, the conformally covariant Ward identity (28)

can be rewritten as:

W2T = d3» - W2Ro. (31)

Then, we get the solution of this latter by using the /z-holomorphy equation (29):

Tzz = Rzz — RQZZ + tzz, (32)

Tzz = & (Z) + qzz - R0zz (33)

where, WzQzz = 0 and W<itzz = 0. On the other hand, it is easy to show that T is 2-differential

with respect to a holomorphic change of coordinates:

Tzz = (du)2Tuu. (34)

This is the conformally covariant energy-momentum tensor of an effective bi-dimensional con-

formal model. Hence, the Ward identity is indeed, conformally covariant and the introduction

of the projective connection is justified.

5 Conclusion

Here, we stress that any /z-holomorphy condition for a j-differential fj is equivalent to a Beltrami

equation for the scalar AJ'/j- and then, the solution of a /u-holomorphy equation can be deduced

easily with the help of this equivalence. Moreover, any deformed /^-holomorphy condition can

be translated to an exact one.
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